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Chang Hong snorted in disdain, then walked away.
After Chang Hongshen left, Sun Liang’s expression was a little embarrassed.
He said to Lin Ziming: “Instructor Lin, it was my mistake just now. I don’t
have to say hello to Chang Hongshen in advance.”
Lin Ziming was a little dissatisfied, but he didn’t express it. He waved his
hand, said something faintly, and then said directly: “The leader just said
right, who are qualified to be the instructor of Xuanyuan 3rd place, or It
depends on ability. Chief Sun, if you want to do anything, just take me to
meet those students.”
Sun Liang nodded. Before that, he had to let Lin Ziming put on the
Xuanyuan three uniforms, and Tan Qiuya led Lin Ziming to the dressing
room.
When Lin Ziming changed into Xuanyuan’s three uniforms and came out,
Tan Qiuya’s eyes suddenly lit up, and his eyes showed a splendid splendor.
Lin Ziming’s figure is very good, tall and straight, especially calm and thin.
With this uniform, he adds a bit of hardcore and perseverance. This kind of
image has never appeared in Lin Ziming.
In an instant, Tan Qiuya’s heartbeat accelerated a lot involuntarily.
When Lin Ziming saw her like this, he thought he was wearing a dragon
robe that was not like a prince. He touched his nose in embarrassment and
said, “Why, is it ugly for me to wear this suit?”
Tan Qiuya returned to her senses, and shook her head quickly and said,
“There is no such thing, Instructor Lin, you are even more attractive in our
Xuanyuan three uniforms!”
To be sure that Tan Qiuya was not lying to him, Lin Ziming breathed a sigh
of relief. To be honest, he was wearing a uniform for the first time. There
was an indescribable solemnity and sacredness, and his mood was still
different.
Looking in the mirror, he found that he was indeed okay, but he was
relieved.
…………
Not long after, when Lin Ziming followed Sun Liang and Tan Qiuya to
arrive, the hundreds of people on the square suddenly calmed down and
quickly formed a line, waiting for their superiors to come over,
demonstrating their high discipline.
At the same time, these hundreds of people suddenly saw Lin Ziming next
to Sun Liang with their eyes, and they were all obviously disappointed.
Sure enough, the new instructor was a thin-skinned young man who looked
very weak. Any one of them could easily defeat this young man.
Lin Ziming’s hearing is so keen. On the way here, Lin Ziming heard these
students’ disdain for him, but he didn’t care about it at all, because he
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glanced at it casually and he could see that there was a congenital person in
it. There are no strong people in the realm, and the ten most powerful ones
are just the peak of the day after tomorrow. There is still no one who has
swallowed the marrow pill, and the strength is very average.
“salute!!”
When Lin Ziming and the others arrived in front of them, the strong man in
the first line yelled loudly, and then everyone saluted neatly.
Sun Liang was very satisfied. He pressed his hands and asked them to put
them down, and then said with a smile: “I believe you have also heard that, I
have found a new instructor for you, the instructor Lin next to me, he is a
super expert. The cultivation base is unfathomable. From now on, they will
be in charge of your fighting classes. You have to listen to Instructor Lin’s
words, you know?”
“Yes, Chief Sun!!!”
They replied in unison, their voices loud and loud, spreading across half of
the base, with great momentum.
Then Sun Liang said to Lin Ziming again: “Instructor Lin, then these
soldiers will be handed over to you. You don’t have to feel bad about them.
You should fuck hard, the harder the better, and train them into a personal
shape as soon as possible!”
This is really rude.
Lin Ziming nodded, saluted Sun Liang, answered affirmatively, and then
looked at the group of soldiers in front of him.
“Hello everyone, I’m Lin…”
He opened his mouth to say hello, but he was not finished yet, and someone
interrupted him, “Instructor Lin, right? We have a rule here. If you want to
be our instructor, you can, but we have to inspect the goods first. .”
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